Year 3 Homework
Autumn 2
Should do regularly:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Read a variety of text for fun (books, magazines, blogs, newspapers)
Spend quality time with your family (e.g. help with the cleaning, help with the shopping, play a board game)
Do some physical activity (skipping, jogging, hopping,dancing)
Weekly spellings
Play TTRockstars
Practice some handwriting

Could do (as much or as little as you want, but remember to have lots of time to relax with your family):
English

Emotional Health

Physical Health

Culture

Science

Maths

Communication

Write some clauses
which consists of a
subject and a verb.
Underline the subject
and verb in each
clause.

Create a poem about
Cyber Bullying.

Cosmic Kids Yoga
(YouTube)
Have fun listening to
some of your favourite
stories, all whilst doing
some yoga!

Research types
of art that we
enjoy around us.

Keep and fill
out a sleep
diary.

Show the
following
numbers using
the part whole
method.

Blindfold challenge!

What is cyber
bullying?
How does bullying
affect someone?

Challenge:
Write two clauses and
join the clauses using a
conjunction (but,
however, although).

What can you do if
someone is being
bullied?

Just Dance (YouTube)
Whether it’s Waka
Waka or Baby Shark,
dance like no one’s
watching!

Can you find out
what forms of
art there are,
does art always
look like a
picture in a
gallery?

23
56
327
869
952
451
Draw the
diagram for
each number.

Can you give clear and
concise instructions to
get the person from
point A to point B?
E.g: Living room to
kitchen to get a spoon.

Exclamation marks:
https://www.bbc.co.uk
/bitesize/topics/z8x6cj
6/articles/z3dcmsg

Create a song on
how to keep yourself
safe in a public
place.

Go onto the website
and play the quiz.
Create your own comic
strip and use
exclamation marks.

Speech marks:
Watch the following
video.
https://www.bbc.co.uk
/bitesize/clips/zvftsbk
Then write a
conversation you had
with either your
parents or siblings and
use speech marks.

Can you create a warm
up and cool down
circuit (4-5) activities?
Don’t forget to include
stretches and
movements that get
the heart racing!

Do you enjoy
art, write about
your favourite
artist or describe
your favourite
piece of art.

Why is it
important to
get enough
sleep?
Explain the
impact lack of
sleep has on
our bodies.

354
160
248
456
Represent these
numbers in
three different
ways, dienes,
part whole, tens
frames.

When is it
appropriate to call
the police?

What strategies help
you manage your
emotions? Try them
out!

Use the tens
frames to show
these numbers.

Can you create a
sequence of 4-5
balance and flexibility
movements?
E.g. t-balance, shoulder
stand, japana, dish to
arch.

Listen to various
famous pop
songs from
different eras.

What era of pop
music was your
favourite?

Using a toy
car, test out
how fast it
moves on
different
surface (E.g;
carpet, wood,
grass)
Which surface
had the most
and least
friction?

345
563
228
784
Can you learn
these times
table 3,6 4, 8.
Do you notice
any patterns?

Learn any other
if you’re fluent
in these.

Alphabet conversation
Have a conversation
where each sentence
starts with the next
letter of the alphabet.
For example:
1. Anyone see
my cat?
2. Black one,
with funny
eyes?
3. Can’t say I
remember

Think about and
discuss:
What is it to be
happy?

How can you have a
happy life if you have
no wealth or
possessions?

What other verbs can
you use instead of
‘said’ to describe how
someone is speaking?

Write some main
clauses and then join
the clauses with a
subordinate clause.

Write down the
things that make you
happy.

Explain what the term
‘balance’ means.

Have a go at
writing your
own pop song!

Record your
performance!

Draw a
diagram that
explains what
friction is.

Always,
Sometimes,
Never? If you
take a threedigit number
and reverse its
digits, you will
get a bigger
number than
you started
with. Can you
show your
reasoning.

Charades
Without speaking, can
you act out your
favourite films/books
well enough so the
other person can
guess what it is?

Returning completed homework to your class teacher is optional, however it can be submitted via email if you would like your class teacher to
see your hard work. Please email any work you would like to show your class teacher to info@kensington.ttlt.acadcemy with your teacher’s
name in the subject box.

